The Narrative Hook from the “Older
Than Sin” Adventure is much
needed here. There is no such
motivation or drive in these
Adventures like there was in that
one.
Even though I resisted it before,
things need to be more narrative
based. Perk bonuses and such
need to be “implied” not spelled out
for the GM. This will give them
more room to design something to
their own liking.

Notes:

Rewards need to be implemented
as a mechanic. They should be
used by the GM to reward the
players for taking certain actions
that would have otherwise
overlooked or frowned upon for
their diﬃculty. The reward for the
GM for using such a mechanic
could be more Exertion Dice to use
during the Adventure.

High Danger - Deactivates only
after it hits.

The Adventures that players are
capable of playing through in
Deathroll are perhaps too shallow,
linear, and “ordinary”. Nothing as
odd as “an npc who is disgusted as
a living person but is actually a
zombie” could ever be created
using any of the current generation
systems. How can this be
changed???

The Long Sorrow

Intro: Eager to get started funding
your Band, you head out of the city
and into the countryside of the
“Queens Prairie”, a vast area of
open plains, dense woodlands, and
a handful of small farm towns in
search of loot and adventure. After
coming across a gated gravel road,
odd for these parts, you made your
way through a forested hidden path
for some short time before arriving
at an enormous factory, hidden all
the out here, away from the city.
The thoughts of the loot that must
lay beyond, if not already
scavenged by someone else, entice
you to take a closer look.
Encounter Objective: Investigate
the Factory and survive the
Encounter, do not let a single player
die.

Listening or Looking for signs of life
inside the Factory: Passing a DC(9)
Perception test reveals: A shadow
that is casted against the window
of the Factory, first floor. Someone
or something just had a peek
outside perhaps and noticed you.

Very modern and sleek, mostly
constructed of iron and wooden
supports. Almost looks like it could
have been a huge mansion if it
weren’t for the large chimneys. The
enormous towers were the first
things you saw as you made your
way up the hill.

The Factory:

Factory Grounds:

Set at the top of this hill, it has been
cut out of the woods, in a clearing.
The grounds are surrounded by an
iron fence. The fence is broken
apart into segments and left
partially destroyed. The Gate is left
wide open.

Hidden objective: Discover the
whereabouts of the Prototype
“Vessels” and snag one for your
own purposes.

Asking about the Factory: The
building seems to be in great shape
but is in slight disrepair due to the
wild growth of vegetation. The
building itself is almost entirely
intact accept for a couple of
shattered windows.

Asking about the holes in the fence:
Passing a DC(7) Intellect or DC(6)
Perception test reveals that: No
blast marks or indentations in the
ground reveal it to be blown open,
leading you to suspect some large
monster may have torn through and
into the complex.

Description: Panic Wards, that have
been conjured around the courtyard
of the factory, release an intense
myst that strikes a natural fear into
the target who sets them oﬀ. The
target’s mind is tricked into thinking
that “death” is imminent,
represented by a ghastly figure that
spring forth from the ward.
Damage Slots Lethal/Single/Immediate (Fear:
Target must defend with Intellect)
Lethal/Single/Immediate
Asking about the type of Factory:
Passing a DC(7) Intellect or
Perception test: Due to the modern
architecture, it appears no more
than a few years old at the most.
This leads you to believe that it
could very likely be some kind of
prototype factory, probably
privately own based on the way the
grounds are set up and the
distance it is from any major
metropolis.

Looking for “human tracks” leading
up to the gate inside the Factory:
Passing a DC(8) Perception test
reveals: Diﬃcult to notice as first,
but a very faint indentation of a cart
or carriage can be seen in the
gravel. They seem like they run all
the way down and back onto the
main road from up here.

Cluster - Within Medium Range of
the original Trap, there are 2 more
nearby.

Damage Slots Basic/Multiple/Medium (Cripple:
Target must defend with Agility or
Strength)
Basic/Multiple/Medium

Signs of Activation - Must place
clues that act as a warning sign
that there is a trap nearby or upahead.

Approaching the Front Door: To the
player who sets oﬀ the first Panic
Ward - A flash of white light, then a
sudden blackness, like someone
pulled a shroud over your head
flash violently in front of you.

Circling the Factory (not heading to
the front entrance, reveals many
windows and alternate entryways
that the players can use to bypass
this Trap.

Walking around for a minute, this
place seems like paradise. A cool
breeze wisks through the trees, the
whole area is covered in delcious
looking vegetables and fruit that
overgrown their gardens. The place
almost feels like home. Better not
let your guards down just yet.

Entering the Worker’s Quarters:
Simply stepping into the unlocked
building reveals one large open
room. An area to cook and a place
to sit and eat separates one half of
the large space from the other lined
with rows of bunk beds, about a
dozen or so. Bed sheets, rotted
veggies, and knick knacks cover
the floors haphazardly.

Going Around the Front door, to a
Side Door or Window: Allows for
the players to bypass the Panic
Wards - Peering in through the
window, you can see the factory
floor, large, complex contraptions,
rows of thick piping and reinforced
beams, and a long conveyor belt
that extends past the current room,
leading further into the facility, can
all be seen in clear view. These
belts have large machine parts laid
across them at diﬀerent intervals.
The place gives oﬀ a rusty, irony
musk, even from outside.

Counting forward toward the door
sets oﬀ more Traps, 3 in total.

Investigating the Space: Searching
the room for a moment reveals
things like photographs, letters,
little mementos from these people’s
homes and families all strewn about
the place. Work uniforms and
toolboxes full of simple gear are
found half-opened all over the
place, covered in dust. Passing a
DC(6) Intellect test or DC(7)
Perception test reveal that: The
letters have no PO. Box. They seem
to mostly be written by wives or
girlfriends that were perhaps sent
along with the workers as they left
for this place.

Exits:

Stepping through the front door, the
area immediately opens up into the
plant. The factory floor has a very
high celling, maybe 3 stories tall.
Control panels and rows of various
colored bullies and levers appear
on the face of every major
contraption all throughout the
plant…

Entryway

Passing a DC(8) Perception test
reveals that: The tools found all
around the place seem to be
something you’d use for simple
maintenance work. These people
probably weren’t specialist of any
kind. You’re hopes of the place
being some prototype goldmine
begin to dwell a bit.

Levers: The Levers are either
unmarked or have very short, 2
letter abbreviations that would
require an expert to make any
sense of. Passing a DC(10) Intellect
Test will reveal that: Pulling any of
these levers will activate an
individual machine of the factory,
which may then activate the entire
plant by default.

Going Left: Leads to the Press
Floor-room and the next segment of
the Encounter.

Players can either go right through
a doorway, left through a doorway,
or explore the room, which has
conveyors that lead out into other
parts of the plant.

Investigating room: Leads to
crawlspaces above the
contractions about a story up in the
room, stepping onto the belts to
enter these spaces activates the
Trap.

Going right: Leads to the main
entryway and front door.

Machine Parts

Factory Floor

Read these descriptions in this
order!

Passing a DC(8) Intellect Test
reveals that: These are Prototype
parts in nature.

Contraptions: Hugh iron tubes, like
giant chimneys are suspend above
the conveyor belts at diﬀerent
intervals. A series of piping and
smaller tubes all seem to make up a
huge network hanging up near the
celling, above the large machines.

Passing a DC(11) Intellect Test
revels that: They are just one small
component of an airship. It would
seem that this factory is helping
build at least a portion of these
vessels.

Press Floor-Room: Similar to the
previous part of the plant in many
ways, this section seems to be
even more open than the last one.
The entire floor is also grated,
revealing another web of pipes,
cylindrical mechanisms, and large
presses. Control Panels of various
bullies and levers are found
throughout the room, like sign
posts sticking up out of the floor.
Above you is a catwalk that follows
the conveyor belt from the previous
room, the belt seems to funnel
down into the floor and then exit
not the other side of the room,
looping back around, maybe into
some other part of the plant.
Stairwells lead down bellow the
floor near the entryway and exits,
two in total.

Passing a DC(7) Agility Test: allows
the player to successfully navigate
the moving belt and squeezing
through the crawlspace without
penalty.

Damage Slots Basic/Multiple/Medium (Burn:
Target must defend with Agility)
Lethal-Ranged/Single/Medium
Reactivates - The Trap does not
shut oﬀ even after killing someone,
at that point it reactivates.

Prototype Flash-Welder
DC(10) / Covers a Long
Distance / Has 2 Possible Exits

Description: Fires a concentrated
blast of fire down from the celling at
a Medium Distance. As it actives,
by the result of a pressure plate
directly bellow it, the entire factory
begins to self-automate again at a
frantic, and unsafe pace.
Fast Trigger - The Trap rolls with
(+3) Dice to hit the target once
activated
Simply Walking by the large
contraption will not set it oﬀ and
allow for safe passage.
Exits:

If players pull a lever or push down
on the belt:

Squeezing through will place them
on the other side in the Press FloorRoom. Players will need to pass a
DC(5) Agility Test to: Leap to a
catwalk from the moving belt.

Passing a DC(9) Intellect or
Perception test reveals that: the
things are possibly giant furnaces
used to weld the giant machine
parts together in some way that are
sporadically played out across the
belts.

Extreme Danger - Deactivates only
once it has killed someone or it’s
eﬀect has occurred to the fullest
possible extent

Simply not pulling any of the levers
found throughout the room will not
set oﬀ the contraption and allow for
safe passage.

Lifting one another up onto the
pipes and scaﬀolding of the low
celling can allow them to hang over
the walkway and above any danger.
Moving past the Trap: Getting past
this part of the factory reveals a
small, closed oﬀ room with large
windows within the plant, just
before an opening into what
appears, a very regal and well-kept
meeting room or study, as well as a
staircase that leads up into a
diﬀerent section above the factory
floor.

If the plant is already activated:

Players who move past the Trap
after activating it can move onto the
Control Room

Control Room
Players can by-pass the entire trap
this way and safely move to the
Control Room

Interacting with Doltan reveals: his
position as a hired Mystic to
heliport with the Sulland war eﬀort.
He explains that, once his first
battle was no more than a week
away, he broke under the pressure,
and fled to the woods. That’s when
he found this place and has been
hiding out here ever since. It has
been 5 days since he fled.

Looking for clues of what this
factory was used for: Passing a
DC(6) Perception test reveals: some
loose documents were found after
lifting some furniture and checking
behind a few cabinets. The details
of the documents allude to
specifications in size, weight, and
durability of the parts being made
here. It would seem whoever was
purchasing this factories parts were
not satisfied with the quality, or the
price. Nothing about why they
needed them is written here,
although the final products sold
here apparently went for well over
10 ExperienceLoot a pop.

Walking onto the moving conveyor
belt allows the players to bypass
the Trap

Entering the Front Door:

Entering through a Side Door or
Window:

The entire factory can be shut down
just on the other side of this area in
a “control room” of sorts.

Description: A Machine that
appears to be some kind of nematic
press is vibrating uncontrollably
beneath the player’s feet, it’s on the
verge of shaking itself apart. Targets
that get within range of this Trap
must avoid metal rods that are
shaken out of the contraption and
hurled through the floor and up into
the room.

Nematic Press Contraption
DC(10) / Covers a Long
Distance / Has 2 Possible Exits

Fast Trigger - The Trap rolls with
(+3) Dice to hit the target once
activated

Park Benches, where workers may
have taken breaks, can be used to
lay a safe walkway over the Traps
and into the front entryway.

The Grounds

Players at the gate must pass a
DC(5) Perception test to notice: 2
deer grazing on the veggies far oﬀ
behind a tree, closer to the factory.
As the players notice the deer, they
notice them and freeze in place
before darting oﬀ, leaping the
fence, and heading into the woods.

Panic Wards DC(9) / Covers a
Long Distance / Has 2 Possible
Exits

Controlled Elsewhere - The Trap
can only be deactivated in a
separate location from where it’s
eﬀect occurs. This location can be
no more than Long Range away.

Simple Alarm - All Creatures within
Medium Range of the Trap now
become aware of the player’s
presence.

Exits:

Looking for monster tracks:
Passing a DC(8) Perception test
reveals: Nothing is revealed.
Although you suspect that they
must have been left behind at one
point. It seems likely that so much
time has gone by since they were
made that they have been washed
away by now.

Asking about the smaller house:
Stocky and ordinary, but pleasant
to look at and sleek like the larger
factory. Passing a DC(5) Intellect/ or
DC(6) Perception Test reveals that:
“It’s probably the workers quarters.
Although it’s rare to see a structure
like this so close to the actual
factory, it’s not unheard of and it
makes sense given how far away
from any town this complex is.”

Approaching the gate: As you look
in, you find yourselves peering into
something more closely resembling
a garden than the front lawn of a
factory. Flowers, fruit bearing trees,
vegetables, and even park benches
cover the grounds all the way up to
the factory itself. A smaller building
oﬀ to the right side of the complex
dozen’t seem to connect with the
factory, unlike all the other
structures that seem
interconnected. The whole area
must be over 200 yards in length in
all directions.

Extreme Danger - Deactivates only
once it has killed someone or it’s
eﬀect has occurred to the fullest
possible extent

Control Room: Various bulletin
Boards, left bare give no cause to
how this room may have been used
but by the amount of levers and
mechanisms in here it looks like it
must have ben some kind of control
room for the whole plant. Passing a
DC(5) Intellect or Perception Test
reveals that: One, very large, red
lever must be used as some kind of
emergency stop for the while
factory.

Meeting Room: A large round table,
surrounded by many chairs lays
bare in the middle of the room, still
furnished with wine cabinet, large,
leather chairs, and even a small bar
in the corner. It’s just as dusty here
as it is everywhere else in the
factory.

Metting Doltan: The man is dressed
in military fatigues, armed with a
Blunderbuss, nervously pointing it
at you from across a table he
seems to have flipped over as
cover.

Doltan Firstheart of the 3rd
Queens Defense Force, Sulland
Military.

Looking for hidden loot or missed
details: Passing a DC(8) Perception
test reveals: A few bullets, not
empty cases, but live rounds were
found in-between the floorboards. It
seems like this please was guarded
perhaps, or maybe even raided,
although the damage done to this
place wouldn’t allude to a violent
takeover like that.
Looking for signs of life: Passing a
DC(6) Perception reveals:
Fingerprints are found in the dust of
the wine, cabinet, chairs, and large
round-table. A half emptied Wine
glass, as well as a half emptied
wine bottle sit at the edge of a endtable near one of the big comfy
chairs. Inspecting the glass reveals:
The glass is completely dust-free.

Heading up the Stairs

Approaching the Master
Bedroom: Nearing the doorway
you hear a voice call out from
inside “I’m armed in here, do not
enter or I will deforced to fire
upon you. Take what you want
and leave. I don’t want any
trouble!”

Heading up the stairs you wind your
way up to a second floor. Once at
the top of the stairs, a long hallway
stretches out back toward the
direction you came from. On your
right side is a large window about
halfway down the hall that looks out
over the courtyard bellow. At the
end of the hall is a single door, the
first you’ve found in the whole
building.

Damage Slots Ranged/Multiple/Medium (Calm:
Target must defend with Intellect or
Strength)
Lethal-Ranged/Single/Medium
Well-Hidden - Recover (+3) Exertion
Dice upon the players bypassing or
activating the Trap.

The Master Bedroom: As you enter
the room, it’s obvious that this was
the place the owner of this factory
must have stayed at. The bedroom
is finished with all the furniture you
would come to expect, fine linen,
century old furniture, the works.

Passing a DC(6) Perception Test
reveals that: This person must be
alone in there and is scared shitless
that you’re here.

Heading toward the door:

Confusion Blossom DC(9) /
Covers a Long Distance / Has 2
Possible Exits

High Danger - Deactivates only
after it hits.
Description: Imbedded into the
creases of the hallway walls
opposite of where the players walk
in, are myst relics that, once
triggered, release a psychic blast
on the mind of the target if hit
directly by it. The target, and all
others that are within range,
become susceptible to a calming
mystery that confuses them and
leaves the targets disoriented. The
Trap is no larger than a flower bud.
Reactivates - The Trap does not
shut oﬀ even after killing someone,
at that point it reactivates.

Pressing down on the belt:

Exits:

Halfway down the hall is a large
window facing the courtyard of the
factory. Players who smash out
what remains of that window can
then scale the building from the
outside, rendering behind the Traps.
Players who head back down the
stairs can exit through one of the
many doors on the first floor and
then can scale the building and
shimmy along the edge, and around
the Trap.

Getting the quest: Further
discussion with him reveals that he
was honored to be selected to
serve his country, and is worried
about his brothers in arms.

He feels ashamed and for his
actions and regret for leaving them
to die, at what he considers an
“impossible victory” over the rebel
forces in the upcoming battle.
He pleads with the Band to go help
out while there is still time to do so,
mercs are always well paid.

Players take up Doltan on the
Side Quest

Doltan explains that it was a
mistake for him to enlist, and that
he is not much of a fighter. He
wishes he could help, but even if he
wanted to at this point, they would
hang him upon arrival.

Passing a DC(6) Intellect test gets
Doltan to calm down and holster his
weapon.
Further Interaction reveals: Doltan
apparently has collected enough
loose documents, from here and
the meeting room downstairs to
uncover that this place is building
some kind of Prototype Vessel. It
appears to be a ship, which puzzles
him since you are so far from any
major body of water. He figures that
a place like this would exist in a
harbor, not the middle of the
continent in the woods.

Looking around the room reveals
Doltan’s set of armor, standard for
every Sulland Solider, neatly
stacked against the wall near the
bed.

Inspecting the Documents: Passing
a DC(7) Intellect OR DC(8)
Perception test reveals that: This
factory is for a ship, but by the
description given, it doesn’t seem
likely that this vessel could ever sail
on open water. Although it doesn’t
make sense to you now, it would
seem that this is some kind of
extremely advanced airship, unlike
the dirigibles that people are only
now becoming aware of. This
seems to be on the cutting edge of
prototype development. Details
reveal a likely place for a shipyard
or warehouse to be located. It
should be no more than a couple
days of walking to get to from here.

Players Pass on the Side Quest

